
 

Multiple Motives A Kate Huntington Mystery 1
Kassandra Lamb

As recognized, adventure as capably as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as
capably as concurrence can be gotten by just checking out a books Multiple Motives A
Kate Huntington Mystery 1 Kassandra Lamb as well as it is not directly done, you
could say you will even more concerning this life, on the subject of the world.

We find the money for you this proper as with ease as easy exaggeration to get those
all. We have the funds for Multiple Motives A Kate Huntington Mystery 1 Kassandra
Lamb and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way.
along with them is this Multiple Motives A Kate Huntington Mystery 1 Kassandra Lamb
that can be your partner.

Collateral Casualties misterio press
LLC
Travel to exotic places and solve
intriguing mysteries, all without
leaving the comfort of your favorite
reading chair. Three stories from
the Kate on Vacation cozy mystery
series, all for the price of one. An
Unsaintly Season in St. Augustine
~ Even on vacation, Kate
Huntington can’t seem to avoid
other people’s troubles. While in
St. Augustine, Florida for the
Christmas holidays, she and her PI
husband get caught up in trying to
find a friend of Kate’s parents
who’s gone missing. They soon
discover that this isn’t just a case
of a senior citizen wandering off.
Can they reunite the elderly man
with his wife before Christmas, or
will others who mean him harm
find him first? Cruel Capers on the

Caribbean ~ Join Kate for a
Caribbean cruise and a locked
room mystery. On board, she
befriends socialite Cora Beall, who
is having relationship problems.
When Cora’s corpse is found in a
cabin secured from the inside, the
ship’s captain assumes it’s
suicide. Kate is skeptical as the
evidence points more and more
toward murder. But how did the
killer get out of the locked room?
Ten-Gallon Tensions in Texas ~
Town secrets, an old nemesis, and a
corpse–what else will show up at
Kate’s husband's high school
reunion in Texas? New disputes are
heaped on top of old animosities,
tempers flare and Skip ends up
stumbling upon a dead body.
Trying to uncover the murderer
leads Kate and Skip to uncover
some long-buried secrets instead,
and their names just might end up
on the killer’s must-die list. cozy
mystery, boxed set, Caribbean,
Hawaii, exotic settings, female
sleuth, mystery collections, Kate
Huntington Mysteries, Kate on
Vacation, cozy mystery series,
private detective,
My Funny Mayfair

Valentine misterio
press LLC
A story ripped from
real-life headlines.
A police detective is
found in an alley,
standing over the
body of an unarmed
African-American boy.
Groggy from a
concussion, he has no
memory of what
happened, and he is
literally holding the
smoking gun. To the
Baltimore County
Internal Affairs
division, it’s a slam-
dunk. But various
forces push
psychotherapist Kate
Huntington and her
P.I. husband to
investigate behind
the scenes, and what
they find doesn’t add
up. Why did the boy’s
oldest brother
disappear on the same
day? And did the
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third brother, who’s
on the autism
spectrum and
nonverbal, witness
something relevant?
When seemingly
unrelated events
emerge as a pattern
of intentional
obstruction and
diversion, it becomes
apparent that what
happened in that
alley was more than
just a bad shoot by a
stressed-out cop. For
Kate, the case has
become personal as
she’s connected with
the grieving mother,
whose dead son was
the same age as her
Billy. The answers
may come from
unexpected sources,
but she and Skip
better find them
soon... before
another life is lost.
Lord of the Fleas misterio
press LLC
Psychotherapist Kate
Huntington returns to the work
she loves only to face a series
of disturbing events:
anonymous and vaguely
threatening notes, a
malpractice suit for supposedly
planting false memories in a
client’s head, and when a party
involved in the lawsuit turns up
dead, Kate becomes a murder
suspect. There is one bright
note, however. She’s falling in
love. Now if she could just get

the ghost of her dead husband
out of her head. Her friend, Rob
Franklin, has misgivings about
her too-handsome-to-be-trusted
suitor. But when the note
sender ups the ante, threatening
to “destroy” Kate’s family, the
two men must work together to
support the woman they both
love, and help her stop a
killer... before that killer comes
after Kate’s baby girl. female
sleuth, child sexual abuse, false
memories, romantic suspense,
private detective, women
detectives, mystery & detective,
women sleuths, women sleuths
series, mystery series
An Unsaintly Season in St.
Augustine misterio press
LLC
Psychotherapist Kate
Huntington and her P.I.
husband end up at odds over
a case when Skip’s
undercover operative is shot
and the alleged shooter is
one of Kate’s clients, a
man suffering from severe
social anxiety. Skip Canfield
had doubts from the
beginning about this case, a
complicated one of top secret
projects and industrial
espionage. Now one of his
best men, and a friend, is in
the hospital fighting for his
life. Tensions mount when
Skip learns that
Kate—who’s convinced
her client is innocent and too
emotionally fragile to survive
in prison—has been

checking out leads on her
own. Then a suspicious
suicide brings the case to a
head. Is the shooter tying up
loose ends? Almost too late,
Skip realizes he may be one
of those loose ends, and
someone seems to have no
qualms about destroying his
agency or getting to him
through his family.
psychological suspense,
women sleuths, private
investigator, detective,
mystery, mystery series,
military contractors,
industrial spying, social
anxiety, private detective,
female sleuth, addiction,
Kate Huntington
The Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery
Collection II misterio
press LLC
Psychotherapist Kate
Huntington is rocked to
the core when one of
her clients commits
suicide. The client’s
family blames Kate and
they’re threatening to
sue for malpractice.
She can’t fault them
since she blames
herself. How could she
have missed the signs?
Searching for answers
for herself and the
grieving parents, Kate
discovers some details
that don’t quite fit. Is it
possible the client
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didn’t take her own life?
Questioning her
professional judgement,
and at times her own
sanity, Kate feels
compelled to
investigate. What she
finds stirs up her old
ambivalence about the
Catholic Church. Is her
client’s death somehow
related to her childhood
parish? When she
senses that someone is
following her, she
wonders if she is truly
losing it. Or is she
getting dangerously
close to someone’s
secrets? psychological
suspense, female
sleuth, women sleuths,
private detective,
suspense, abuse in the
catholic church, bipolar
disorder, women's
fiction, psychotherapist,
mystery series catholic
church
The Kate Huntington
Mysteries Collection I ~
Books 1- 3 misterio press
LLC
The world moves toward
normal, but Marcia’s life is
rarely “normal”… Newly
vaccinated, Marcia Banks
can finally schedule the
human phase of training
with her Air Force pilot
client—the soon-to-be
owner of a Chow-Husky
service dog named Bear.
But when she calls to set

things up, she’s informed
that the veteran has been in
a private psychiatric
hospital for months, with no
one allowed to visit due to
Covid. Marcia puts out
feelers to find out what is
going on, and suddenly he is
discharged…only to have
his private plane crash in a
fiery ball two days later.
Convinced this is no
coincidence, Marcia
attempts to find out how her
veteran client became the
target of a murderer. What
she uncovers looks
suspiciously like a scheme
to defraud the Veterans’
Administration. But who’s
behind it, and did they
sabotaged her client’s
plane? Or did the saboteur
have a more personal
motive? And just how
determined are they to
silence Marcia? (Note: This
story occurs during the end
of the Covid pandemic, but
it focuses on the optimism
and relief of the spring of
2021 in the U.S.)

Police Protection
misterio press
Army veteran Jake
Black has a new lease
on life, thanks to
service dog Felix and
his trainer, Marcia
Banks. Despite a
traumatic brain injury,
Jake’s able to ride his
beloved motorcycle
again, with Felix in the
sidecar. But his
freedom to hit the open
road is threatened once

more when he and his
wife are accused of
robbery. Called in to
dog-sit, Marcia can’t sit
idly by. She and her
mentor dog, Buddy, set
out to clear the Blacks’
name, fighting
misconceptions about
bikers and the nature of
TBI along the way.
When murder is added
to the mix, Marcia
redoubles her efforts,
despite anonymous
threats and her sheriff
boyfriend’s strenuous
objections, both to her
putting herself at risk...
and to dragging him
along on her wild ride.
If you like books by
Annie Bassett, B.R.
Snow, and Mary Hiker,
you may also enjoy the
Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery series!
The Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery Series:
To Kill a Labrador
Arsenic and Young Lacy
Call of the Woof A
Mayfair Christmas Carol
Patches in the Rye The
Legend of Sleepy
Mayfair Keywords:
cozy, mystery, mystery
books, cozy mysteries,
murder mysteries, dog
mystery books, dog
mysteries, cozy
mystery books, female
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detective, amateur
sleuth, female sleuth,
good mystery books,
murder mystery books,
therapy dog, PTSD,
veterans, fiction books,
mystery novel, first in
series, crime fiction, pet
sleuth, animal
mysteries, private
investigator, series
books, cozy mystery
series, dog mystery
series, service dog,
combat veterans, dog
training, ptsd, dogs,
veterans, murder
mystery
To Kill a Labrador
misterio press LLC
Nothing about her new
client is what service dog
trainer Marcia Banks
expected—from the posh
house that says family
money to his paranoid
preoccupation with his
sister’s love life—but
when he dangles a
thousand dollar retainer
under her nose, she can’t
resist playing private
detective. In between
training sessions, Marcia
digs into the sister’s
boyfriend’s sketchy past.
But the deeper she digs,
the more questions arise.
How is a disastrous
fraternity party five
years ago linked to
blackmail, prostitutes,
and murder today? And
who’s driving the black

SUV that keeps trying to
turn Marcia and her dog
Buddy into roadkill? She
can’t let it go, not when
there are innocents at
risk who are depending
on her to find the truth.
But the deepest, darkest
truth is the one she
wishes she never
uncovered. If you like
books by Annie Bassett,
B.R. Snow, and Mary
Hiker, you may also enjoy
the Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery series!
The Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery Series:
To Kill a Labrador
Arsenic and Young Lacy
Call of the Woof A
Mayfair Christmas Carol
Patches in the Rye The
Legend of Sleepy Mayfair
Keywords: cozy,
mystery, mystery books,
cozy mysteries, murder
mysteries, dog mystery
books, dog mysteries,
cozy mystery books,
female detective, amateur
sleuth, female sleuth,
good mystery books,
murder mystery books,
therapy dog, PTSD,
veterans, fiction books,
mystery novel, first in
series, crime fiction, pet
sleuth, animal mysteries,
private investigator,
series books, cozy
mystery series, dog
mystery series.

Zero Hero misterio
press LLC

Trouble seems to find
Kate Huntington, even
on a Caribbean cruise.
She and her friend, Liz,
befriend socialite Cora
Beall, who is having
relationship problems.
When Cora is found
dead, her cabin locked
from the inside, the
ship’s captain assumes
it’s a suicide. Kate is
skeptical. Her private
detective husband begs
her to let it go, but the
evidence points more
and more toward
murder. And she can’t
stop thinking about
Cora’s teenage
daughter who is back in
the States with her
stepfather. Which is
worse, thinking your
mother committed
suicide or being raised
by her killer? Or is
Cora’s seemingly-
innocent screenwriter
boyfriend the real
murderer? And the
toughest question of
all... how did Cora’s
killer get out of a locked
room? Mystery, Cozy
mystery, series, female
sleuth, amateur sleuth,
Kate Huntington,
novella, vacation read,
Caribbean, cruise,
murder mystery
Missing on Maui misterio
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press LLC
Even small towns can
harbor a killer! Another
collection of Books 8 to
10 in this fun cozy
series, starring service
dog trainer, Marcia Banks
and her four-legged best
friend and mentor dog,
Buddy. In A Star-
Spangled Mayfair, an
impulsive fianc�, a “Mob
Killer” Roman candle, and
a bison bull named
Tarzan are a recipe for
disaster for Marcia’s
introverted friend Jess
Randall, owner of the
Mayfair Diner. When Dan,
her fianc�, offers their
farm for the Mayfair
Independence Day
Extravaganza, then ends
up with a Roman candle
through his chest, Jess is
the prime suspect.
Marcia feels compelled to
investigate to clear her
friend…and to make sure
Jess isn’t the next
target. In Lord of the
Fleas, Marcia’s agenda
while staying with her
best (human) friend,
Becky in Williston,
Florida is simple: spoil
her godchildren and train
her newest dog’s veteran
owner, a vendor at the
local flea market. But
when the flea market’s
owner is killed, her client
is among the suspects.
Marcia believes he’s
innocent, but she soon

finds that the flea market
is hiding dangerous
secrets. In My Funny
Mayfair Valentine, a
charming newcomer
makes a play for Susanna
Mayfair, the sheltered
niece of the town's
matriarch, and Aunt Edna
begs Marcia to investigate
the man’s past. Turns out
he’s a wanted criminal,
but he claims it’s a case
of mistaken identity.
While Marcia’s detective
husband attempts to
untangle the truth, Marcia
worries about her
friend’s mental health,
unaware that she may be
in physical danger as
well. Will Marcia figure it
out in time to protect
Susanna…and herself?
Suicidal Suspicions misterio
press LLC
When Kate Huntington
became a psychotherapist,
she never imagined it could
be this dangerous… Fatal
Forty-Eight ~ Celebration
turns to nightmare when
Kate’s former boss
disappears from her own
office the night of her
retirement party. Sally
Ford has been kidnapped
by a serial killer who holds
his victims exactly forty-
eight hours before killing
them. Ten-Gallon Tensions
in Texas ~ A high school
reunion is innocent enough,
right? Not when it’s Kate
Huntington’s husband’s
high school in the Texas
hometown he fled as soon

as he graduated. New
disputes are heaped on top
of old animosities, and
someone ends up dead.
Suicidal Suspicions ~ Kate
is rocked to the core when
a client commits suicide. Or
was it murder? Questioning
her professional judgement,
and at times her own sanity,
Kate feels compelled to
investigate. Missing on Maui
~ Hawaii is supposed to be
a relaxing paradise, but
Kate is kept busy
refereeing between her
soon-to-be-married niece
and the mother of the bride,
chasing down errant
wedding party members,
and facing off with a
psychopath.
Down misterio press LLC
Service dog trainer Marcia
Banks-Haines tackles a
locked room mystery in a
haunted house, while
training the recipient of her
latest dog. The border
collie, Dolly has been
trained to clear rooms for
an agoraphobic Marine who
was ambushed in a bombed-
out building in Syria. But
the phantom attackers in
his psyche become the
least of his troubles when
Marcia finds his ex-wife’s
corpse in his master
bedroom, with the door
bolted from the inside. Was
it suicide or murder?
Marcia can’t see her client
as a killer, but the local
sheriff can. Then the
Marine reports hearing his
ex calling for him to join
her on the other side of the
grave. Is his house really
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haunted, or is he
hallucinating? Bottom line:
Marcia has lost a client to
suicide before. She’s not
going to lose another!

Fatal Forty-Eight
misterio press LLC
When a former client
reaches out to
psychotherapist Kate
Huntington and reveals a
foreign diplomat’s dark
secret, then dies of
“natural causes” just
days later, Kate isn’t
sure what to think. Was
the man delusional or is
she now privy to
dangerous information?
Soon she discovers her
client was totally sane...
and he was murdered.
Someone is now trying to
eliminate her, and anyone
and everyone she might
have told. Forced into
hiding, she and her
husband, Skip, along with
the operatives of his
private investigating
agency, struggle to stay
one step ahead of a
ruthless killer. Skip and
his P.I. partner are good
investigators, but this
time they may be in over
their heads... and they
could all end up drowning
in a sea of international
intrigue. Mystery, woman
sleuth, amateur sleuth,
private detective,
Colombia, diplomat, spy,
international intrigue,
female sleuth, murder
mystery, Kate

Huntington, series
Cruel Capers on the
Caribbean misterio press
LLC
A newcomer to Mayfair
charms the socks off of
Susanna Mayfair, the
sheltered niece of the
town's elderly matriarch.
In a panic, the aunt turns
to service dog trainer
Marcia Banks to dig into
the man's past. What
Marcia finds, with her
detective husband Will’s
help, is disturbing—a trail
of broken hearts and
outstanding warrants. But
when the older gentleman
is arrested, he claims it’s
a case of mistaken
identity. While Will
attempts to untangle the
truth and Susanna
struggles with her
feelings, Marcia is
worried about her
friend’s mental health,
unaware that Susanna
may be in physical
danger as well. Will
Marcia figure it out in
time to protect
Susanna...and herself?
A Mayfair Christmas
Carol misterio press LLC
A second collection of
Books 5 to 7 starring
service dog trainer,
Marcia Banks and her
four-legged best friend
and mentor dog,
Buddy—including a
Halloween romp with a
seriously scary twist and

a visit to a tropical island
that turns deadly. In
Patches In The Rye,
service dog trainer
Marcia goes a bit off the
rails for a while, as she’s
tempted to try her hand
at being a private
detective. Nothing about
her new client is what she
expected—from the posh
house that says family
money to his paranoid
preoccupation with his
sister’s love life—but
when he dangles a fat
retainer check under her
nose, she can’t resist.
The deeper she digs,
however, the more
questions arise. The most
pressing one
being…who’s driving the
black SUV that keeps
trying to turn Marcia and
Buddy into roadkill? In
The Legend of Sleepy
Mayfair, Marcia’s adopted
town is once again driving
her a little nuts. No
sooner has she moved
her horse into the new
Mayfair Riding Stable
than its eccentric owner,
Edna Mayfair decides to
turn the barn into a
haunted house for
Halloween. Meanwhile, an
anonymous prankster is
haunting Mayfair and the
local postmistress has a
strange request for
Marcia. All this, along
with her new role of
godmother to her best
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friend’s adorable twins, is
a bit overwhelming. But
it’s nothing compared to
what’s coming as
Halloween approaches….
In The Sound and the
Furry, a tropical paradise
turns deadly. Marcia
thinks it will be the
perfect arrangement—stay
on her client’s beautiful
private island while
conducting the human
phase of the training. But
a tranquil getaway this is
not, thanks to two
resident ghosts, a sour-
puss housekeeper, and
her client’s shaky
marriage. Then Mother
Nature ups the ant�
when a freak late-season
hurricane traps her and
her dogs on the
island…with a killer. Each
story is a complete
mystery, but the
characters are best
understood and enjoyed if
the stories are read in
order.
Ten-Gallon Tensions in
Texas misterio press
LLC
A cozy mystery that’s
out of this world… Men
in Black. Conspiracy-
crazed old ladies. Can a
clueless innkeeper catch
a killer … and stick to
her carefully crafted
schedule? When control-
freak Susan Witsend
inherits her
grandmother’s UFO-

themed B&B, she’s ready
to put her organizational
skills to the test. She
knows she can make the
B&B work, even if there
is a faux-UFO in the roof.
After all, what’s not to
love about a Victorian
nestled in the high Sierra
foothills? None of her
carefully crafted policies
and procedures, however,
can prepare her for a
corpse in room seven –
the body of her small-
town sheriff’s ex-
husband. Good thing
Susan has her own plans
to solve the crime. But is
there a government
conspiracy afoot? Or is
the murder a simple case
of small-town vengeance?
Susan must keep all her
wits about her. Because
the killer isn’t finished,
and if she isn’t careful,
her fate may be written in
the stars… Beam up this
hilarious cozy mystery
today! Breakfast recipes
in the back of the book.

The Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery
Collection III misterio
press LLC
Even on vacation, Kate
Huntington can’t seem
to avoid other people’s
troubles. While in St.
Augustine, Florida for
the Christmas holidays,
she and her PI husband
get caught up in trying

to find a friend of
Kate’s parents who’s
gone missing. They
soon discover that this
isn’t just a case of a
senior citizen wandering
off. Can they reunite
the elderly man with his
wife before Christmas,
or will others who mean
him harm find him first?
This is the first of a
series of novella-length
mysteries with a cozy
flavor to them. They
feature the same
characters from the
Kate Huntington
Mystery series. These
are intended to be light,
suspenseful reads that
also allow the reader to
travel vicariously to
interesting and
sometimes exotic
places. St. Augustine,
Florida, Christmas,
mystery series, cozy
mystery, female sleuth,
family life, amateur
sleuth
Patches in the Rye
misterio press LLC
A tropical paradise turns
deadly. Service dog
trainer Marcia Banks had
thought it was the perfect
arrangement—stay on her
client’s private Gulf-
coast island and get the
human phase of the
training done more
quickly, while enjoying a
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much-needed break from
the chaos of house
renovations back home.
This certainly wasn't the
tranquil getaway she’d
envisioned, however.
Two resident ghosts, a
sour-puss housekeeper
and bearing witness to
her client’s shaky
marriage are bad enough.
But within days, she’s
discovered even deeper
and darker layers of
dysfunction. Via emails
and static-filled phone
calls, fianc� Will Haines
convinces her to get
herself and her dog
Buddy out of there, but
before Marcia can
accomplish this, a late-
season hurricane abruptly
changes course and
strands them on the
island... with a murderer.
The Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery Series:
To Kill a Labrador
Arsenic and Young Lacy
Call of the Woof A
Mayfair Christmas Carol
Patches in the Rye The
Legend of Sleepy Mayfair
The Sound and The Furry
Keywords: cozy,
mystery, mystery books,
cozy mysteries, murder
mysteries, dog mystery
books, dog mysteries,
cozy mystery books,
female detective, amateur
sleuth, female sleuth,
good mystery books,
murder mystery books,

therapy dog, PTSD,
veterans, fiction books,
mystery novel, first in
series, crime fiction, pet
sleuth, animal mysteries,
private investigator,
series books, cozy
mystery series, dog
mystery series, service
dog, combat veterans, dog
training, dogs, tropical
island beach read, service
dog trainer, military
veteran, Golden Retriever
dog, hurricane, female
protagonist
The Marcia Banks and
Buddy Mystery
Collection I misterio
press LLC
A three-book bundle,
plus a fun bonus novella
set at Christmas time. A
psychotherapist whose
passion for helping
others often lands her in
trouble… MULTIPLE
MOTIVES: Kate is
normally the one who
helps other people cope
with trauma and tragedy,
but she herself has led a
charmed life—until a killer
rips it apart. When the
lead detective assumes
she and her lawyer
friend, Rob Franklin, are
lovers trying to eliminate
their spouses, they must
investigate on their own.
Who hates them enough
to want them both
dead…and doesn’t seem
to mind if others get
caught in the crossfire?

ILL-TIMED
ENTANGLEMENTS: No
good deed goes
unpunished! When Kate
agrees to help her friend
Rob’s elderly aunt with a
problem, the “problem”
ends up dead and Kate
ends up in the middle of a
police investigation. To
clear Aunt Betty of
suspicion, Kate and her
cohorts must wade
through a brimming pool
of suspects—some of
whom have secrets they
would prefer stay buried.
Meanwhile the residents
of Aunt Betty’s
retirement community are
continuing to die off…and
not from natural causes.
FAMILY FALLACIES:
Kate returns from
maternity leave to the
work she loves, only to
face a series of disturbing
events: anonymous and
vaguely threatening
notes, a malpractice suit
for supposedly planting
false memories in a
client’s mind, and when a
party involved in the
lawsuit turns up dead,
Kate becomes a murder
suspect. There is one
bright note, however.
She’s falling in love. Now
if she could just get the
ghost of her dead
husband out of her head.
And a bonus novella ~ An
Unsaintly Season in St.
Augustine: Even on
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vacation, Kate Huntington
can’t seem to avoid other
people’s troubles. While
in St. Augustine, Florida
for the Christmas
holidays, she and her PI
husband get caught up in
trying to find a friend of
Kate’s parents who’s
gone missing. They soon
discover that this isn’t
just a case of a senior
citizen wandering off. Can
they reunite the elderly
man with his wife before
Christmas, or will others
who mean him harm find
him first?
Multiple Motives Purple
Papaya LLC
An old nemesis, town
secrets, a corpse–what
else will show up at
Skip's high school
reunion in Texas? When
Kate and her husband
arrive in his hometown
for the event, they
discover that new
disputes have been
heaped on top of old
animosities. Tempers
flare, fists fly, and before
the evening is out, Skip
stumbles upon a dead
body. Fortunately the
town’s sheriff is an old
buddy of his, but will that
keep him from becoming
a prime suspect? Trying
to uncover the real
murderer leads Kate and
Skip to uncover long-
buried secrets instead,
and their names just

might end up on the
killer’s must-die list.
bullies, texas small town,
high school reunion,
vacation read, mystery
series, cozy mystery,
women sleuths, amateur
sleuths, Texas, small
town mystery, bullying
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